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Brianne is having a bad dream.  The thing is, when Brianne 
has a bad dream, it usually means horrible things are 
about to happen.  

Things go from bad to terrifying when her dead aunt 
contacts her in a dream with a dire warning.  To prevent 
her family and friends from perishing in a raging wildfire, 
Brianne must find a way to stop the wulfdraigles—ancient 
enemies to humanity that are growing in power, one evil 
dream at a time.
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Excerpt:
I closed my eyes for a brief moment, trying to will some strength into my limbs. When I opened them 
again, I looked straight into the deep blue eyes of Benjamin Harper. He looked disgusted and pained at 
the same time. While I watched, he slung his backpack over his shoulder and headed out the door. 

I wanted to run after him just like Suzy had after Rex, but I decided there was no point. 

I had already missed the bus, so I walked aimlessly in what might or might not have been the direction 
of home. I didn’t want to think about what Rex had just told me, but I couldn’t stop myself. The 
wulfdraigles.… 
I was crossing the street when the dreamline reappeared, and I saw the dream world within it. I stopped 
dead, but it didn’t matter. 

Fire had reached Grantmere, and orange flames licked at my feet. Pavement doesn’t burn, I told myself, 
but I could feel the soles of my shoes warming and jumped like a scalded cat. Wind sent a blast of heat 
in my direction. The fire leapt higher, surrounding me, and deep in the flames I could glimpse the faces 
of the wulfdraigles. Bestial faces, long snouts, malevolent eyes...they were laughing. I could hear their 
unholy glee.



Dear Reader, 
 
When I was in school, I loved C.S. Lewis’s Narnia books.  I was especially fascinated 
by a section in Voyage of the Dawn Treader.  When Lucy, Edmond and Eustace hear 
of an island where dreams come true they’re initially enthusiastic--until they find out 
the island makes real dreams come true, including nightmares.  I was always a little 
disappointed that the Dawn Treader sailed away before encountering any dreams--
and that’s what first sparked the idea for Dreamfire.    
 
I’ve always had a vivid imagination and making up stories comes naturally to me.  
In fact, I wrote my first novel when I was thirteen, and I enjoyed it so much, I never 
stopped!  When I was in grade 10 I decided to write my next book about a character 
whose actual dreams came true.  I worked on it for awhile, but the story wasn’t really  
going anywhere.  In desperation I tried to remember what some of my scariest dreams 
were and remembered a nightmare about being surrounded by a ring of wolves.  My 
dream ended with someone whispering that wolves were bad but the wulfdraigles 
were worse.  What, I wondered, could wulfdraigles be?  Suddenly my story had some 
villains, and it took off from there.
 
I hope you like reading Dreamfire as much as I enjoyed writing it.
 

Nicole Luiken

About Nicole Luiken
Nicole Luiken grew up on a farm in northern Alberta. She wrote her 
first book at the age of thirteen and had two young adult novels 
published by the time she graduated high school. She is now author 
of six young adult novels, including Frost, which won the 2008 Golden 
Eagle Award and was nominated for the Red Maple Award in the 
OLA’sa Forest of Reading program. She lives in Edmonton.



Discussion Questions
 
1.    What are some of the dreams you’ve had recently?  Would you want any of them to come 
       true?  Why or why not?
2.    Have you or do you know someone who sleepwalks?  Describe a sleepwalking incident.
3.    What would you do if your sister was sneaking out at night to meet with a boy you didn’t 
       trust?  
4.    How do Brianne’s dreams differ from those of her little sister, Lissa’s?
5.    If you had important information to tell, but knew that in telling it you would draw 
       negative attention or reaction to yourself, what would you do? Create a hypothetical 
       situation and discuss as a class.

Writing Activities
Do you remember your dreams? Try! Keep a pencil and paper beside your bed, and if you wake in the 
middle of the night jot down any scrap of dream that stays with you. In the morning write a poem 
about it.       

Author Interview
When you were a teenager, did you have an interest in writing? What did you like to write? 
I wrote my first book when I was 13 and had two books published while I was still in high school.  
I started off writing mysteries, but quickly switched to fantasy/paranormal.
 
What kinds of books did you read as a teen? Do you recall a favourite book?
I read a bit of everything: mystery, romance, thrillers, SF and fantasy—even my dad’s westerns 
weren’t safe from me.  My favourite book in high school was Blue Castle by L.M. Montgomery 
(the writer of Anne of Green Gables).
 
At what point did you know you wanted to be writer? Did you have any other career 
interests, and did you pursue them?
Because I started writing novels so young I always knew I was going to be a writer. However, I 
also knew writing was a kind of chancy income so I went to college and got a library technician 
degree to pay the bills.
 
Where do you find your ideas and inspiration?
Ideas can come from all over from a chance conversation, from something I’ve read, or from 
simply exercising my imagination. Dreamfire came from two specific places. When I was in school 
I loved the Narnia books. In Voyage of the Dawn Treader there’s a cool part where they arrive at an 
island of dreams. At first the kids are looking forward to going there, until an escapee from the 
island swims out and tells them it’s where actual sleep dreams come true and Lucy remembers 



a nightmare she once had about a giant pair of scissors. I was always a little disappointed that 
the ship sailed away without landing on the island. The idea stayed with me and in grade ten I 
decided to write a book about a girl whose actual dreams come true.  However the book didn’t 
really take off until I remembered a scary dream of mine about wolves, which of course evolved 
into the wulfdraigles.
 
What is your writing process? For example, do you create an outline for the story before 
you begin work? How many times (on average) do you rewrite?
I spend a month or more doing what I call “plotting”—which just means brainstorming about 
plot and characters and noting down condensed scenes.  Sometimes I will then do a formal 
outline, or I may just put the scenes in order. After that I write the first draft, which takes another 
month or three. Then things slow down. I usually need a break from the novel before I can read 
it objectively and figure out what needs revising. (During that break I will work on a different 
novel, sometimes more than one novel) Since I usually do 3-5 drafts on each novel, it can be 
a long time since when I write the first draft to when it actually gets published! It’s been over 
twenty years since I wrote the first draft of Dreamfire.  

Do you have any hobbies?
I read a lot--about 200 books a year—and I like to do puzzles (crosswords, crostics, etc.)  

Have you any advice for emerging writers?
My advice is to read a lot and write a lot. Try to write every day—even if it’s just for twenty 
minutes. Pages add up over time provided you keep at it (and keep moving forward).
 
What are you working on now/next?
I’m hoping to start working on the third draft of a sequel to Dreamfire very soon now. This one 
will be about Brianne’s mysterious younger sister, Lissa, and will have the final confrontation 
with the wulfdraigles.
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Johnny Van Der Zee is a talented hockey player and seems to have everything 
going for him in the town of Iqualuit, Nunavut. But his friend Kathy knows 
something is very wrong.

Why did Johnny deliberately crash his snowmobile? Why do mysterious accidents befall anyone 
Johnny gets close to? What is the secret Johnny is so desperate to tell, if only someone would listen? 
And who is the stranger with the cold eyes and silver hair? The one Johnny knows only as Frost …

In this supernatural thriller, Johnny’s friends and brother must piece together the reason for his strange 
behaviour to save him—and all of mankind—from Frost’s plan for a new ice age.

Winner of the 2008 Golden Eagle Award, Finalist for the 2008 Red Maple Award 
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